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Abstract— Monte-Carlo method recently has produced good
results in Go. Monte-Carlo Go uses a move which has the
highest mean value of either winning percentage or ﬁnal score.
In a past research, winning percentage is superior to ﬁnal score
in Monte-Carlo Go. We investigated them in BlokusDuo, which
is a relatively new game, and showed that Monte-Carlo using
ﬁnal score is superior to the one that uses winning percentage
in cases where many random simulations are used. Besides, we
showed that using ﬁnal score is unfavorable for UCT, which is
the most famous algorithm in Monte-Carlo Go. To introduce
the effectivity of ﬁnal score to UCT, we suggested a way to
combine winning percentage and ﬁnal score by using sigmoid
function. We show the effectivity of the suggested method and
show that the method improves a bias where Monte-Carlo Go
plays very safe moves when it has advantage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Monte-Carlo Go has achieved great achievements in computer Go during recent years. Since evaluation of a position
is difﬁcult in Go, it is difﬁcult to make good evaluation
function. Monte-Carlo method uses the winning percentage
or ﬁnal score obtained by random simulation (Play out)
for position evaluation. It achieved good evaluation with no
special heuristics.
It is said that the use of winning percentage is superior to
the use of ﬁnal score in Monte-Carlo method. Information
amount of ﬁnal score is superior to that of winning percentage, but ﬁnal score has many outliers. Since the system
using winning percentage concerns about winning or losing,
the game is likely to be insipid.
In this paper, we investigated the property of using ﬁnal
score in BlokusDuo, and showed its effectivity. Besides, we
showed that the use of ﬁnal score is not effective in UCT
algorithm, which is a most famous algorithm in Monte-Carlo
Go. So we proposed using sigmoid function to combine ﬁnal
score and winning percentage. It ensures the effectiveness of
ﬁnal score, and eliminates the issues of winning percentage,
and achieves good evaluation. We showed that the system
using well-calibrated proposal technique is superior to that
using winning percentage. In addition, it improves the behavior that the Monte-Carlo system concerns about winning
or losing.
A. Monte-Carlo method
Monte-Carlo method is the generic name for a way to
get an approximation solution of a problem with random
simulation.
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Brüegmann has applied it to Go[1]. For judgement of a
position, Monte-Carlo Go tries to make a move in a random
manner from the position repeatedly(random simulation) and
tally the number of either winning or ﬁnal score. Then, it
considers the position with the highest value to be the best
position. But too many random simulations are needed for
high accuracy of position evaluation, it was difﬁcult to use
Monte-Carlo in the game where much time has to be spent
for making a move.
Since then, Monte-Carlo Go has produced good results,
due in part to the performance advances of computer[2].
Monte-Carlo gets an average value of a position. Since
game tree search depends solely on only best move, average
value is not probably close to an exact value. So several
ways incorporated concept of game tree search have been
suggested. They include the use of Monte-Carlo at leaf
nodes in game tree search[3], and the use of probabilistic
framework[4]. The most famous algorithm among them is
UCT(UCB for Tree)[5]. It is an extended algorithm of
UCB(Upper Conﬁdence Bound)[6] for applying to tree. UCB
is effective for n-armed bandit problem, which is similar to
game tree search relatively. UCT has been used in MoGo[7]
and Crazy Stone[8], which received gold and silver medals
respectively at the 12th Computer Olympiad in 2007.
Monte-Carlo method has used in not only Go but also
Shogi[9], BlokusDuo[10], Phantom Go[11], etc.
B. BlokusDuo
We dealt with BlokusDuo. It was modiﬁed from Blokus,
which is four player game. Fig. 1 shows the board of
BlokusDuo. It belongs to perfect information two player
zero-sum games. There aren’t so many people playing the
game because it was proposed recently. The base program
that we tested in this paper took seventh place out of a
population of 16 in 1st Computer BlokusDuo contest in
Japan. The strength of base program is probably intermediate
grade.
The board has 14 x 14 squares. Each player has 21 pieces
which each consists of up to 5 squares and is different from
the others. Black places an own piece on a circle of a board.
White also places a piece on the other circle. After that,
each player continues to place a piece on the board. Each
new placed piece must touch other same player’s piece, but
it can only touch at the corners. Each player gets points
equal to the number of squares that the player placed on
the board. Winner is a player who has more points than
another in the end of the game. Our estimation of the size
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

BlokusDuo

of the game tree is about 1070 〜1080 .2 There are too many
legal moves in the opening game. The number of candidates
is sometimes over 1000. On the other hand, there are not
many candidates in the ending game. Since there are many
positions in the opening game, the search algorithm is not
effective. As with Go, it is important to get own area in order
to win a game in BlokusDuo. Since the game is similar to
Go and the game size is smaller, it is suitable for using in
veriﬁcation of Monte-Carlo method.

Win-or-lose and ﬁnal score

In this paper, for making clearly understandable, winning
percentage means X̄i . On the other hand, winning average
means the ratio of winning between two programs.
There are various extension methods such as the way to
limit node expansion to hopeful nodes in order to achieve
effective evaluation. In this paper, we used simple UCT
algorithm, so we didn’t use progressive unpruning[12] and
ﬁrst play urgency[13]. The reason is that it is hard to use
heuristics because BlokusDuo is relatively new game. In
addition, we thought that the performance is not inﬂuenced
so much by other techniques because the difference between
win-or-lose and ﬁnal score is only the value returned from
leaf nodes.
II. P ROPERTIES OF WIN - OR - LOSE AND FINAL SCORE IN
GAME TREE

C. UCT

A. Win-or-lose and ﬁnal score

UCT is an extended algorithm of UCB for game tree
search, which is effective in n-armed bandit problem. UCB
eliminates the number of random simulations for obvious
bad moves, and spends them for good moves. By doing it,
UCB achieves accuracy improvement of Monte-Carlo with
concentration of random simulations. UCB also achieves
minmax strategy by emphasizing the inﬂuence of principal
variation.
UCB estimates moves with winning percentage and the
number of simulations. Then UCB executes random simulation against the move which has the highest evaluation.
There are several computation expressions of UCB. We used
the following formula.

There is a technique for treating quite different
information[14], but Monte-Carlo basically uses win-or-lose
or ﬁnal score as a return value of random simulation. Final
score is a uniquely-deﬁned value such as a score of the end
position. We dealt with win-or-lose as a value. We used winor-lose value as shown below.
• win:1
• lose:-1
• draw:0
Win-or-lose value is 1 if ﬁnal score is plus, and it is -1 if ﬁnal
score is minus. Fig. 2 shows win-or-lose value’s relationship
with ﬁnal score. We normalized it in this ﬁgure.
The difference between win-or-lose and ﬁnal score probably depends on the number of random simulations. Final
score has more amount of information than win-or-lose.
However, if the number of random simulations is small,
it is strongly affected by precarious results because it has
a high dispersion. Past studies showed that win-or-lose is
superior to ﬁnal score in Monte-Carlo Go [15]. Now therefore, Monte-Carlo Go usually uses win-or-lose. Additionally,
Monte-Carlo Go using weighting addition of win-or-lose and
ﬁnal score is superior to using only win-or-lose. Thus, the
information of ﬁnal score is beneﬁcial. As far as we know,
there are no previous studies that investigated the property
of win-or-lose and ﬁnal score at all.

√
U CB(i) = X̄i +

2 log N
ni

X̄i is a winning percentage of move i with random
simulations. ni is the number of random simulations for i.
N is the total number of random simulations of each ni .
There are several ways to decide a move. We used the
move which has not maximum mean value UCB(i) but
maximum mean value X̄i .
2 It is yielded by Monte-Carlo algorithm．It is 1040 〜1050 with random
play.
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Crazy Stone, which used win-or-lose, showed a certain
feature. It plays safe moves when it is favorable, and plays
aggressive and unsafe moves when it is weak. Therefore it
usually wins by a neck and loses big. The reason is that it
lays disproportionate emphasis on win-or-lose. There are few
programs that have this property, thus this is a main reason
of strength of Monte-Carlo Go.
B. Comparison of win-or-lose model with ﬁnal score model
We compared win-or-lose model with ﬁnal score model in
actual game. We limited the number of moves to 16 or later
in this experiment because we can execute many random
simulations and investigate application in only ending game.
Comparative targets are simple Monte-Carlo, called Normal,
which executes the same times of random simulations per
a candidate move respectively, UCB and UCT. The number
of random simulations is from 103 to 107 . However, UCT
didn’t execute with 107 because of restriction of memory
and the normal in Monte-Carlo with 107 tried about 800
times. In this experiment, the match-up is ﬁnal score model
versus win-or-lose model. For example, UCT using ﬁnal
score model contended with UCT using win-or-lose model.
We investigated the transition of the average of winning percentage and ﬁnal score with increasing random simulations.
The number of each match-up is 1000. The ﬁnal score in
BlokusDuo denotes the number of squares occupied by the
player’s pieces in the end of game. In this experiment, ﬁnal
score is normalized with 89, which is number of occupying
squares when player places all pieces. Actually, because
existence of usable candidate does not allow pass for a player,
no player occupies 89 squares. However, we don’t known
the maximum score. Fig. 3 shows the result of the winning
average of ﬁnal score model against win-or-lose model, and
Fig. 4 shows the result of the average of ﬁnal score at the
end of games. In Fig. 4, if winning average is over 0.5, ﬁnal
score model is superior to win-or-lose model. For example,
ﬁnal score model is superior to win-or-lose model in UCB
with 1000 random simulations.
When Normal Monte-Carlo executed random simulations
1,000 times, ﬁnal score model was obviously inferior to winor-lose model. The result was possibly produced by lack of
statistical stability owing to paucity of random simulations.
On the other hand, ﬁnal score model probably worked so
well because UCB concentrate random simulations on good
moves. Final score model was superior to win-or-lose model
on Normal Monte-Carlo as the number of random simulation increased. When the number of random simulations
was 10,000, superiority of ﬁnal score weakened. And then,
many more random simulations emphasized the superiority.
Although the superiority was small variation in winning
average, it was clear in the average of ﬁnal score.
When the number of random simulations is small, UCB
was not so different from UCT. It is because the behavior
of UCT is same as UCB when the number of random
simulations is small. UCT is an extension method of UCB
for tree structure, thus they do the same treatment for the
initial period of time. Unlike the UCB, the increase of the

number of random simulations reduced superiority of ﬁnal
score in UCT. UCT possibly came to ﬂuctuate statistically
because leaf nodes came to be executed with few random
simulations owing to processing based on tree structure. In
the result, UCT is not likely to receive beneﬁt of ﬁnal score.
Fig. 5 shows the variances of ﬁnal score of UCT and UCB.
The variance of UCB is less than that of UCT except at
106 . This result also shows that UCB is stable with ﬁnal
score. At 106 , the variance of UCB is more than that of
UCB. The reason is probably the convergence of MonteCarlo trial. By comparison, UCT using win-or-lose model
was superior to UCB using ﬁnal score model with 100,000
random simulations. Therefore, though UCT is an effective
method, UCT probably can not use the superiority of ﬁnal
score effectively. Consequently, win-or-lose model is superior
to ﬁnal score model with UCT. It is important to introduce
ﬁnal score to UCT in an effective manner.
As shown in II-A, win-or-lose model is obtained from ﬁnal
score mode by reduction of information amount. Final score
model gets stability increased by the reduction. However,
the experimental result showed that the reduced information
include much beneﬁcial information. Thus, it is probably true
that combination of win-or-lose model and ﬁnal score model,
that is a restraint of the reduction, probably yield stable and
effective information.
III. C OMBINING FINAL SCORE WITH WINNING
PERCENTAGE

In order to introduce the superiority of ﬁnal score to UCT
effectively, we propose a method that uses a value gained
from combining ﬁnal score with winning percentage obtained
through random simulations. Though a method using simple
weighting addition achieved some positive results in past
studies, we propose the uniﬁed and well-understood method
by the use of sigmoid function. In addition, the method
improved the feature that Monte-Carlo Go with win-or-lose
model sticks to winning or losing.
A. Signiﬁcance and advantage
We proposed the method of using sigmoid function that
combines ﬁnal score with winning percentage for receiving
a result that is similar to win-or-lose model and uses information of ﬁnal score model. Sigmoid function is also used in
logistic regression analysis, which deals with probability. It is
suitable for approximation of the probability because sigmoid
function has features that are similar to that of probability of
winning. It is also used for learning of evaluation function
with the features[16]. Fig. 6 shows the shape of sigmoid
function.
The formula of sigmoid function is below.
f (x) =

1
1 + exp−kx

x is ﬁnal score and k is a constant number. k = 1 in the
Fig. 6. As k increases, the gradient becomes intensive and it
gets closer to win-or-lose. By using this with ﬁnal score as
x, we can combine ﬁnal score to winning percentage.
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Fig. 3.
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Transition of the winning average with increasing random simulations (ﬁnal score model versus win-or-lose model)

Fig. 4.

Transition of the average of ﬁnal score with increasing random simulations (ﬁnal score model versus win-or-lose model)

Fig. 5.

Transition of the variance of ﬁnal score with increasing random simulations (ﬁnal score model versus win-or-lose model)
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simulations is 100,000.
C. Result of comparative experiment of proposal technique
against using ﬁnal score and win-or-lose model

Fig. 6.

Sigmoid function

The method provides the well-understood combination of
ﬁnal score and winning percentage. The reliability of ﬁnal
score depends on the number of random simulations. In the
game that can try a lot of random simulations, easily applying
it by setting k smaller is possible. In the game to which the
frequency of the random simulation that can be tried changes
easily according to the phase, winning percentage is possibly
approximated efﬁciently only by changing k in proportion to
the situation of the stage and the trial frequency of random
simulations.
Moreover, it improved features that Monte-Carlo method
wins by a nose or comes in nowhere. The difference between
a superior position and disadvantageous position is possibly
large because the position with a lot of numbers of wins is
chosen when doing only by win-or-lose model. Moreover, the
error margin’s being included easily in winning percentage
obtained by Monte Carlo possibly causes a gradual decrease
of winning percentage because the difference between superior positions is small. This is possibly a reason why the
Monte Carlo method often wins by a nose. Monte Carlo
method is a technique for the selection of the hand that leads
to building up the advantageousness. Therefore, accurately
reﬂecting minute change and deciding moves probably become important. There is probably a correlation between the
ﬁnal score and easiness to win. The selection of an effective
move can be achieved by using the score well. MonteCarlo system with win-lose probably acts on the defensive
in ascendant position, so the game will be uninteresting. On
the other hand, it probably behaves recklessly in inferior
position, so it will not be able to launch a counterattack
perseveringly.
The improvement of bias possibly achieves enjoyable
game against a person because the system does not stick
to winning or losing.

Fig. 7 shows the result with limiting of the number of
moves to 16 or later. The limiting is for application to ending
game. We deﬁned the winning percentage of win-or-lose
model as 0.5 because it played with itself. The result showed
that the winning average of the proposal method with k=0.3
is about 56% and showed statistically signiﬁcant result. Fig. 8
shows mean score when winning or losing. Compared to the
simple application of win-or-lose model, the average score
when the proposal method is winning is high and the average
score when it is losing is slightly low. In addition, because
of the change of winning average, the population parameters
are different in each value of k. This shows that combining
ﬁnal score with winning percentage with sigmoid function
improves a bias where Monte-Carlo Go plays very safely
when it has advantage.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the result with no limiting of the
number of moves. The result shows that the winning average
of the proposal method with k=0.2 and k=0.7 was about
54% and shows statistically signiﬁcant result. The graph is
crooked though it is similar to the result with limiting. The
reason is probably the complexity in the opening and middle
game. This also shows the difference between ending game
and middle game. The optimal value of k in ending game is
probably different from that in middle game.
D. Result of adjustment to progression of game
The results also shows that the ﬁnal score model becomes
effective as the game gets nearer to the ending game. It is a
simple application that the ratio of ﬁnal score increases along
with the progress of game. Since Fig. 9 is crooked and the
optimal k of sigmoid function probably depends on the stage
of game, it is important to use k value appropriate for the
stage.
Consequently, we applied sigmoid model depending on
progression of game. We assess progression of game by the
number of moves because the number of moves correlates
strongly with progression of game. It is the best to try a
variety of setting, but it spends much time. And so we ﬁxed
the setting in advance in a favorable manner. The setting used
is as follows.
•
•
•

B. Way of comparative experiment of proposal technique
against using ﬁnal score and win-or-lose model
In the experiments, we compared win-or-lose model, ﬁnal
score model, and the proposal technique by using UCT in
BlokusDuo. We obtained the results of the match between
ﬁnal score model and win-or-lose model, and the match between proposal method and win-or-lose model respectively.
The number of match-up is 1,000. The number of random

1 to 7(opening game):win-or-lose model
8 to 16(middle game):from k=0.5 to 1.0
over 17(end game):k=0.4

We used sigmoid function with k=0.4 for ending game
from the previous results. The reason why we did not use
k=0.2 is that we assessed the superiority of k=0.4 from the
preparatory experiments. In addition, ﬁnal score model is not
effective in opening game from the preparatory experiments,
so we used win-or-lose model in opening game. The number
of match-up is 1,000. The number of random simulations is
100,000. Fig. 11 shows the result.
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Fig. 7.
later

Result of comparison experiment between the proposal method, win-or-lose and ﬁnal score model with limiting the number of moves to 16 or

Fig. 8. Result of comparison experiment between the proposal method, win-or-lose and ﬁnal score model with mean score and limiting the number of
moves to 16 or later

Fig. 9.
later

Result of comparison experiment between the proposal method, win-or-lose and ﬁnal score model with limiting the number of moves to 16 or
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Fig. 10. Result of comparison experiment between the proposal method, win-or-lose and ﬁnal score model with mean score and limiting the number of
moves to 16 or later

Fig. 11.

Result of comparison experiment between the proposal method, win-or-lose and ﬁnal score model depending on progression of game

The result of experiment achieved 55% winning average
tops. k=1.0 is superior to k=0.5(nearer 0.4), so the application
depending on progression of game is effective.
E. Questionnaire for comparison between win-or-lose model
with ﬁnal score model
One of an advantage of sigmoid model is achievement of
enjoyable game to humans. We sent out questionnaires for
veriﬁcation of it. The examinees were ﬁve persons who had
played BlokusDuo. There aren’t so many people playing the
BlokusDuo, it was hard to ensure sufﬁcient numbers. Most
of them are beginners, but one of them is able to beat a ﬁrst
BlokusDuo program in the contest.
The way of the experiments is as follows. We showed them
twelve game records which are win-or-lose model versus
sigmoid model. We used k=1.0 in the sigmoid model because
it is equal strength to win-or-lose model. In addition, the
game records are non-biased in various points (ex. result of
the battle, and total ﬁnal score and so on). Then we let them
judge between win-or-lose model and sigmoid model from
three standpoints below.
• Which is more strong?

•
•

Which is more human?
Which is more amusing?

Of course, the examinees were unapprised of the processing of programs. As a result of the investigation, we obtained
the following results.
•
•
•

Which is more strong? (sigmoid 1 - 4 win-or-lose)
Which is more human? (sigmoid 3 - 2 win-or-lose)
Which is more amusing?(sigmoid 3 - 2 win-or-lose)

Win-or-lose model is superior to sigmoid model in the ﬁrst
question, but in other questions, sigmoid model is superior to
win-or-lose model. These results shows that ”sigmoid model”
probably contributes to achieve enjoyable human game.
We show comments on each question.
Which is more strong?
•
•

Win-or-lose model makes less bad moves in opening
game.
Win-or-lose model is probably strong about containing
enemy actions accurately, but it is probably weak about
taking the lead in attacking.

Which is more human?
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Sigmoid model is probably persevering when it is
behind.
• Either models makes unlikely move in human terms at
opening game.
Which is more amusing?
• There is not much difference between the two, but
sigmoid model makes rough and interesting moves.
• I didn’t feel taking it for granted because win-or-lose
model didn’t make a bad opening move.
• I would enjoy a game with good offense and defense because sigmoid model didn’t take strategy of exhaustion.
I had expectation of surprising moves.
A examinee described interesting word “rough and interesting moves”, but we could not get the detail unfortunately.
The ill-regarded point of sigmoid model is bad moves in
opening game. We believe the cause is probably difﬁculty
of judgement of aspect in opening game. The results showed
that win-or-lose model is probably efﬁcient in opening game.
These bad habits are probably a main reason of bad grade
and a reason why sigmoid model is inferior to win-or-lose
model. There is other case of bad grade of sigmoid model
for these bad habits.
On the other hand, examinees appreciated sigmoid model’s
perseverance, amusingness of moves, element of surprise and
skill of attack. There was not these assessments for winor-lose model, so we believe sigmoid model could bring
out amusement of game. Incidentally, a person who could
beat ﬁrst program in the contest chose sigmoid model in all
questions.
•

IV. D ISCUSSION
The results of experiments showed that Monte-Carlo algorithm using sigmoid function improved its performance signiﬁcantly. The method achieved 54% winning average tops.
On the other hand, execute time slightly increased because
of using only sigmoid function. The method eclipsed the
system using win-or-lose or ﬁnal score model. In addition,
the system using ﬁnal score is effective with many random
simulations.
The results also showed that the ﬁnal score model is effective in ending game. Appropriate applications of sigmoid
model depending on the number of moves achieved 55%
winning average tops.
In addition, UCT depends on conditions of shallow positions, and optimal k value possibly depends on the condition
of the root position. In Monte-Carlo, previous studies proposed the use of heuristics for pruning or selecting moves
in random simulation[7], so it is possibly effective to use
heuristics for deciding optimal k value.
Systems usually spend much time in important positions.
In such cases, the use of optimal sigmoid function in each
random simulation possibly achieves effective play.
The result of questionnaire shows that sigmoid model
could make amusing moves humanly. However, the result
also showed that win-or-lose model is not likely to make
deﬁnite bad moves in the opening game. Though it is not
190

possible to declare because the number of answers is little,
the sigmoid model is probably effective for the implementation of enjoyable game.
V. C ONCLUSION
We showed that the system using ﬁnal score model is
superior to the system using win-or-lose model with many
random simulations. Then we showed that UCT is not able to
use information of ﬁnal score effectively. Thus we proposed
the method that uses the return value of random simulation
in Monte-Carlo through sigmoid function for combining
ﬁnal score and winning percentage. The results achieved
signiﬁcantly 55% as winning average against the system
using win-or-lose model. In addition, it improved the winning
bias which Monte-Carlo has. The results of questionnaires
showed that sigmoid model perhaps makes amusing moves
humanly.
Future works include adjustment of gradient of sigmoid
function tailored to the number of random simulations and
condition of positions, and constructing calculational procedure of the optimal gradient regardless of kinds of game.
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